Scan the letters below. How many words can you find in 12 minutes?

PHONENUMBERGREENEBJH
NLANFREHANGUPWILLOF
MOBIDSEWKILSSLAE
TIRECTEXTDIRADEST
ALMAWITHERANA
KOARSLRASNE
EFKDJEGRESSC
AHEJACSHWA
MRAHDHKHER
EFCAKACXRG
SCALLRDSTE
SWLORALNP
ACLONCALHS
GENHHREW
EZFELRSWQ
MCLDAOPAN
BLEAIRLBN
OARTDMASEG
RWQUEVCREG
FHOHROVCPRG
LSTOLPLEC
LONGDISTANCEDGREER
ECPIKUPOSOLUIABHJ
DUBFGAEWICBEYOANDB
HENMDSWQUENOHPLLEC
RELEASEAMESSAGER

Use as many of the above words as you can to describe your last phone call.
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Below are 18 words and phrases that can describe phone use.

18 words ... 12 minutes!

- answer the phone
- call
- cell phone
- dial
- hang up
- Hello
- hold
- leave a message
- local call
- make a call
- pick up
- phone number
- recharge
- redial
- ring
- take a message
- text

Use as many of the above words as you can to describe your last phone call.